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Abstract:
Order acceptance and rejection problems with the goal of maximizing profits are faced by many manu-
facturing companies today. This paper expands an existing markov decision model to describe a man-
ufacturing company with an inventory in a stochastic environment. A heuristic based on simulation
comparisons is presented which is able to solve large problem instances with acceptable solution qual-
ity.
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1 Introduction

Order acceptance and rejection decisions play an important part in many manufacturing companies.
Orders usually arrive stochastically and have a certain due date attached by which the customer wants
fulfillment of the order. Some customers might be in urgent need of the product and thus be willing to
pay a higher price if the product can be delivered speedily. When capacities are fixed and demand is high,
the manufacturing company has to decide which orders to accept and which orders to reject in order to
maximize their profits. Figure 1 shows how the orders might flow through a typical manufacture-to-order
company.
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Figure 1: order flow through a manufacturing company

The orders arrive at the company which then decides which orders to accept and which orders to reject.
Orders that are accepted are then processed on the resources with fixed capacity. Each incoming order
has a certain lead-time attached by which the customer wants his order to be fulfilled. Also, with each
incoming order a certain profit margin is associated. Orders with short lead-times tend to have higher
profit margins if customers are willing to pay more for speedy delivery of their order.

2 Literature Review

The literature on order acceptance/rejection decisions in a manufacturing context is limited. Guerrero
and Kern (1988) show that it might be profitable to reject orders instead of accepting all orders that are



coming in. Wester et al. (1992) compare different order acceptance strategies by simulation. Wang et al.
(1994) develop a neural network approach for multicriteria order acceptance decisions. Slotnick and
Morton (1996) and Ghosh (1997) present a model and exact and heuristic algorithms for selecting jobs
with the objective of maximizing profits. Lewis and Slotnick (2002) develop a dynamic program and
a number of heuristics for a multi-period job selection problem while Ebben et al. (2005) investigate
workload based order acceptance strategies.

3 Basic Model

Kniker and Burman (2001) present an infinite-horizon markov decision process model which can be
described as follows. All orders arriving at the company belong to a certain order class n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
In each discrete time period at most one order can arrive with probability pn,

∑N
n=1 pn < 1 . Each order

of class n has a profit margin of mn monetary units, a capacity usage of un periods and a lead time of
ln periods. To model the case that no order arrives in a given period, the dummy order class 0 is used,
p0 = 1−∑N

n=1 pn, m0 = u0 = l0 = 0.

Each system state is characterized by the state variables (n, c), with n being the order class which has
arrived at the beginning of the current period and c being the number of periods the resource is booked
out by orders which have already been accepted and not completed yet. As no order can be accepted
when it cannot be processed within its due date, c ∈ {0, . . . , maxn∈{1,...,N} ln}. The set of all system
states is denoted by S. The number of states |S| = (N + 1) ·maxn∈{1,...,N} ln.

Each state has a certain set of actions available. The actions A are given by

A[(n, c)] =
{

A1 := ”reject”, ∀(n, c) ∈ S
A2 := ”accept”, ∀(n, c) ∈ S : n > 0 ∧ c + un ≤ ln

Orders can always be rejected. In the case that no order arrives, n = 0, A1 has the meaning of ”wait for
the next period”. An order can only be accepted if the order can be finished within the lead time ln.

Action- and state-dependent rewards R are given by

RA1[(n, c)] = 0, ∀(n, c) ∈ S
RA2[(n, c)] = mn, ∀(n, c) ∈ S

The company receives a reward of mn if it accepts an order of class n, otherwise there is no reward.

The transition probabilities in the case of rejecting an order are:

PA1[(n, c), (m, c− 1)] =
{

pm, ∀(n, c) ∈ {S : c 6= 0},m ∈ {0, . . . , N}
0, else

PA1[(n, 0), (m, 0)] =
{

pm, ∀n,m ∈ {0, . . . , N}
0, else

By rejecting an order or waiting for the next order to arrive the capacity usage c is decreased by 1. If
c = 0 it cannot be reduced any further.

The transition probabilities for accepting an order are:

PA2[(n, c), (m, c + un − 1)] =
{

pm, ∀(n, c) ∈ S, m ∈ {0, . . . , N}
0, else

When accepting an order, c is increased by un, but will be decreased by 1 in the next period because of
the ongoing production.

When the markov decision process is solved, an optimality criterion is optimized by finding the optimal
policy π which maps an optimal action to each state (n, c).



The optimality criterion chosen is the average reward per period which can be maximized by standard
methods like policy iteration or value iteration. A heuristic for this model is given in Defregger and
Kuhn (2004).

4 Including an Inventory

The model described above can be extended to include an inventory. Usually manufacturing companies
have the possibility to manufacture their goods on stock although inventory capacity might be scarce. In
addition to the manufacturing capacities that are available to the company an inventory can be used to
fulfill incoming orders.

Figure 2 shows how an inventory affects the flow of orders through the company. Accepted orders can
now be filled by either the resource or the inventory or a combination of both. Besides helping to fulfill
actual orders the resource is also used to fill up the inventory.
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Figure 2: flow of orders with an inventory

The model is described as follows. Again, orders of classes 1, ..., N arrive stochastically at the company.
In each time period, at most one order n can arrive with probability pn, lead time ln, capacity usage un

and profit margin mn. An additional parameter is the maximum inventory Imax that the company can
hold. The inventory level i, i ≤ Imax, is expressed in periods that the resource needs to produce that
inventory level, e.g. if the resource needed 3 periods to produce the current inventory level, i = 3. Each
period, i · h monetary units of inventory holding costs accrue so there are inventory holding costs h per
unit inventory per period. Each state of the system is described by the state variables (n, c, i) where n is
the class of the order that arrived at the beginning of the current period, c is the number of periods the
resource is booked out by orders which have already been accepted and not completed yet and i is the
current level of inventory at hand. The actions available to the company in each period are illustrated in
figure 3.

Besides the regular acception/rejection decision the company has to decide wether to raise its inventory
level. If an order is accepted the company also has to decide by how much the order should be fulfilled
by the resource and by how much it should be fulfilled by the existing inventory. Formally, the actions
A that are available in each state (n, c, i) can be defined as follows.

A[(n, c, i)] =





A1 := ”reject and do not raise inventory level” ∀(n, c, i) ∈ S
A2 := ”reject and raise inventory level” ∀(n, c, i) ∈ S : c = 0 ∧ i < Imax

A3(r) := ”accept, do not raise inventory level and fulfill order by r
units from the inventory”, r ∈ {min(max(0, c + un −
ln), min(i, un)), . . . ,min(i, un)}, ∀(n, c, i) ∈ S : n > 0∧(c+un ≤
ln + i ∨ un ≤ i)

A4 := ”accept, fill order by inventory only and raise inventory level: n >
0 ∧ c = 0 ∧ un ≤ i
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Figure 3: sequence of decisions when an inventory is present

The available actions for the company are explained in more detail as follows.

A1. The company always has the option of rejecting an incoming order and not to raise the
inventory level.

A2. The company can always reject any incoming order but can only use the resource for raising
the inventory level when there are currently no orders waiting for the resource and the
maximum inventory level Imax is not reached yet.

A3(r). The company can only accept an order if in fact an order has arrived (n > 0) and the current
inventory i and capacity booking level c permit delivery of the order within its lead time ln.
The number of units r that can be taken from the inventory to fulfill the order can only vary
in a certain range that depends on the state that the system currently occupies.

A4. The company can accept an order, fulfill it only by inventory and at the same time raise the
inventory level only when an order has arrived, the resource is currently not occupied by
any outstanding orders and the capacity requirement of the order can in fact be fulfilled by
the current inventory level i.

The action- and state-dependent rewards R in each state are

RA1[(n, c, i)] = −h · i
RA2[(n, c, i)] = −h · i
RA3(r)[(n, c, i)] = mn − h · (i− r)
RA4[(n, c, i)] = mn − h · (i− un).

When the company rejects orders (cases A1 and A2), inventory costs h · i accrue. When the company
accepts an order it receives its profit margin mn and the inventory costs are reduced by the amount the
inventory level is reduced.

The transition probabilities P of the markov decision process that govern the transitions from one state
to the other depend on the action that the company takes and can be described as follows.

Action A1. When the company rejects an order and does not raise the inventory level, the capacity
booking level c is reduced by one in the next period. When the capacity booking level
c has reached zero, it stays that way:

PA1[(n, c, i), (m, c− 1, i)] =
{

pm, ∀(n, c, i) ∈ {S : c 6= 0}, m ∈ {0, . . . , N}
0, else

PA1[(n, 0, i), (m, 0, i)] =
{

pm, ∀n, m ∈ {0, . . . , N}, i ∈ {0, . . . , Imax}
0, else



Action A2. Here the company rejects an order and raises the inventory level:

PA2[(n, 0, i), (m, 0, i + 1)] =
{

pm, ∀n,m ∈ {0, . . . , N}, i ∈ {0, . . . , Imax − 1}
0, else

Action A3. When the company accepts an order and uses r units from the inventory to fulfill it,
the system state is updated accordingly:

PA3(r)[(n, c, i), (m, c + un − r − 1, i− r)] =
{

pm, ∀(n, c, i) ∈ S, m ∈ {0, . . . , N}
0, else

Action A4. When the company accepts an order uses only the inventory to fulfill it and raises the
inventory level, the system state evolves as follows:

PA4[(n, 0, i), (m, 0, i− un + 1)] =
{

pm, ∀n,m ∈ {0, . . . , N}, i ∈ {0, . . . , Imax − 1}
0, else

This markov decision process can be classified as communicating according to Puterman (1994). It can
be solved by standard methods as value iteration or policy iteration, but these are not feasible for large
problem instances. In the following a heuristic for this problem is presented.

5 Heuristic

The goal of a heuristic is to find good policies in acceptable runtimes. For the order acceptance/rejection
problem given in the previous section the idea for the heuristic is to reject orders from unprofitable order
classes and accepting orders from more profitable order classes. The profitability of an order class
n ∈ {1, · · · , N} is measured by its ”relative profit margin” mn/un, its profit margin mn divided by
its capacity usage un. The relative profit margin is an indicator of how profitable it is to allocate the
resource for one period to order class n. The N + 1 order classes are sorted by this criterion, starting
with the order class with the lowest relative profit margin. Figure 4 shows how a good heuristic policy
might look like.
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Figure 4: accepting and rejecting order
classes

no order arrives in a given period is defined to be set to
rejection. The figure shows that the order class with the
lowest relative profit margin mn/un is fully rejected while
the order classes with the second and third lowest relative
profit margins are partially rejected. The two order classes
with the highest relative profit margins are fully accepted.

Figure 5 illustrates the policy for a hypothetical order class
n with un = 3, ln = 4, which is partly rejected. It can be seen
that there are some states in which the company is forced to
reject orders and cannot decide otherwise because the lead time wanted by the customer cannot be
fulfilled, even if there is some inventory at hand. For example, the company can accept the order of
class n in the state (n, c = 2, i = 2) but not in the state (n, 2, 1) because the lead time cannot be
met even if the one unit of inventory that is available is used to help fulfill the order of class n as
c + un > ln + i ∧ un > i.

The partial rejection of an order class is based on the assumption that one unit of inventory has roughly
the same value to the company as one period of the capacity of the resource. This can be seen in the
fact that an order of class n in figure 5 is accepted when the capacity is not booked out at all (c = 0)
and there are 2 or more units of inventory at hand (i ≥ 2) or when c = 1 and i ≥ 3 etc. The order is
only partially accepted because it is rejected in some states where it could be accepted, e.g. (n, 0, 0) or
(n, 0, 1).

Each policy of mapping an action to each state can now be approximated by an N -dimensional vector
AT = (a0, a1, . . . , aN ). The tuple an specifies what the minimum inventory level i is for accepting an
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Figure 5: partial rejection of order class n, ln = 4, un = 3

order when c = 0, e.g. in figure 5, an = 2. Each an thus specifies exactly in which states orders of class
n should be accepted and in which states they should be rejected. The lower bound of the range for each
tuple an is max(0, un− ln) as this is the minimum inventory needed to accept the order of class n when
the resource capacity is not booked out, i. e. c = 0. The upper bound for the range of the an is Imax +1
when all orders of class n are rejected. The dummy order class 0 which models the event that no order
arrives in a given period is always set to rejection, so a0 is always set to Imax + 1.

Figure 6 shows how a policy with five order
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Figure 6: policy approximation

classes might be approximated by the vector
AT = (a0, a1, . . . , a5). In this example, the or-
der class with the lowest relative profit margin
mn/un is fully rejected while order classes 2 and
3 are partially rejected. Order classes 4 and 5 are
fully accepted.

In order to account for the decision to raise the
inventory level or not an additional assumption
is made that it is always profitable to raise the
inventory level whenever possible. This assump-
tion seems reasonable as long as there are no ex-
cessive inventory holding costs and demand is
high enough to clear the inventory on a regular
basis.

Denote by i the policy that the order classes n ∈ {0, . . . , i} are completely rejected and the order classes
n ∈ {i+1, . . . , N} are completely accepted. The idea of the heuristic is to evaluate various policies and
find good policies by simulation comparisons. Each policy i results in a markov reward process with
an associated average reward R(i) per period. R(i) can be estimated by discrete event simulation. The
heuristic starts by comparing policies i = 0 and i = 1 by simulation (see figure 7). If R(0) > R(1)
policy 0 is accepted as the optimal policy and the heuristic stops. Otherwise, i → i+1 and the procedure
continues likewise until R(i) > R(i + 1). At that point, policy i has the highest average reward of all
the policies compared so far and is denoted by n∗ (see figure 8).

Now, the heuristic tries to further optimize policy n∗ by comparing it to policy n∗+ which is obtained
by setting an∗+1 to b Imax+1−max(0,un∗+1−ln∗+1)

2 c (see figure 9). If R(n∗+) > R(n∗) policy n∗+ is
accepted to be the best policy found by the heuristic. Otherwise, policy n∗ is compared to policy n∗−

which is obtained by setting an∗ to b Imax+1−max(0,un∗−ln∗ )
2 c. If R(n∗−) > R(n∗) policy n∗− is set to

the best policy found, otherwise policy n∗ is set to the best policy.
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Figure 9: policies n∗+ and n∗−

6 Preliminary Numerical Results

A number of problem instances were randomly created to compare the heuristic procedure with an
optimal procedure, namely value iteration. Small problem instances had 10,000 system states, medium
problem instances had 50,000 system states and large problem instances had 200,000 system states.
1,000 small, 400 medium and 100 large problem instances were created. The number of order classes
for each problem instance was drawn from a uniform [5,20] distribution for small and medium problem
instances and from a uniform [5,15] distribution for large problem instances due to memory constraints.
Relative profit margins for each order class were drawn from a uniform [1,3] distribution while the traffic
intensity of each problem instance was drawn from a [1,2.5] distribution.

number of number of order maximum relative maximum inventory traffic
states instances classes inventory profit margin lead time cost intensity

10,000 1000 [5,20] 10 [1,3] 151 0.01 [1,2.5]
50,000 400 [5,20] 15 [1,3] 520 0.01 [1,2.5]

200,000 100 [5,15] 20 [1,3] 1587 0.01 [1,2.5]

Table 1: problem instances

For medium and large problem instances time limits of 10 minutes and 1 hour were set for the value
iteration procedure. The average runtimes of the heuristic and value iteration for each problem class are
given in table 2.

For each problem instance the average reward per period of the FCFS-policy which accepts all orders
as long as the current capacity and inventory levels allow it and the average rewards per period of the
best found policies of the heuristic procedure and value iteration were estimated by simulation. The best
found policy for value iteration does not have to be the optimal policy for medium and large problem
instances because of the time limits mentioned above. The confidence intervals of the estimated average



number of number of runtime runtime ∆FCFS−V I ∆H−V I

states instances heuristic val. it. (min /mean/max /σ) (min /mean/max∗ /σ)
[seconds] [seconds] [%] [%]

10,000 1000 41.8 59.2 0/4.1/42.1/6.2 0/1.2/1.3/1.9
50,000 400 107.9 600 0/3.0/32.9/4.9 0/1.2/2.7/2.2
200,000 100 148.9 3600 −0.7/4.2/36.4/5.9 −30.4/0.7/− 10.15/4.6

Table 2: preliminary computational results

rewards per period had a maximum relative error of 0.1% from the respective true average rewards and
had a coverage of 99%. The percentage deviations between the estimated average rewards of the FCFS-
policy and value iteration, ∆FCFS−V I , and of the heuristic procedure and value iteration, ∆H−V I , were
calculated for each problem instance in each of the three problem classes.

Table 2 shows the minimum, mean and the standard deviation of the two types of percentage deviations
for each problem class. For ∆FCFS−V I it also shows the maximum over all problem instances within a
certain problem class. For ∆H−V I , the value max∗ is not the maximum value over all ∆H−V I within
each problem class, however. It is the value ∆H−V I of the problem instance which is associated with
max(∆FCFS−V I), e.g. for small problem instances, ∆H−V I is 1.3% for the problem instance which is
associated with the maximum of all ∆FCFS−V I in this problem class, which is 42.1%.

The percentage deviation of the heuristic procedure from the FCFS-policy for the problem instances
associated with max(∆FCFS−V I) is 41.4% for the small problem instance, 31.0% for the medium
problem instance and 42.3% for the large problem instance.
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